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Minutes

Members Present
Members Absent
Staff Present

I.

A Montroll, A Friend, H Roen, J Wallace-Brodeur
B Baker, Y Bradley, E Lee
M Tuttle, D White, S Draper, N Miller

Agenda

Call to Order
Agenda

Time: 6:36pm
Approved As Is

II. Presentation of draft 2019 update to planBTV
Action: No Action Required
Motion by:
Second by:
Vote:
Type: Presentation
Presented by: M Tuttle
Discussion/Notes:
 A brief overview of the draft update was presented to give participants an idea of how the new
plan is organized into two sections, Our Plan for Action, and Our Future Land Use.
 The first half, Our Plan for Action, is divided into four themes of how Burlington is a Distinctive,
Dynamic, Inclusive, and Connected city. These four themes each have an overview of what it's
about, a vision statement, why it’s important, and lastly policies and actions.
 The second half, Our Future Land Use, identifies the different parts of the city that we intend to
Conserve, Sustain, and Grow based on long-standing land use policies of the city.
 The draft update is based on both an evaluation of what has been done over time and what the
community identified as important actions to achieve in the next 10+ years.

III. Public Hearing: Proposed MDP-19-01 2019 update to planBTV
Action:
Motion by:
Second by:
Vote:
Type: Group activity/discussion
Presented by: M Tuttle
The chair opened the public hearing at 7:03pm. The hearing included two parts: group discussions
around the draft plan’s goals, and an open public comment period time.
Group Discussion Notes:
 Commissioners and attendees split up into 4 group discussions. Groups were asked to discuss
what comes to mind when they think of Burlington being a Distinctive, Dynamic, Inclusive, and
Connected city; to rank the policies they felt were most important; and to list reasons why they
felt that particular policy was important to them. Summary of comments includes:
This agenda is available in alternative media forms for people with disabilities. Individuals with disabilities who require assistance or special
arrangements to participate in programs and activities of the Dept. of Planning & Zoning are encouraged to contact the Dept. at least 72 hours in
advance so that proper accommodations can be arranged. For information, call 865-7188 (865-7144 TTY). Written comments may be directed to
the Planning Commission at 149 Church Street, Burlington, VT 05401.
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Draft planBTV Update Public Hearing Group & Written Feedback
DISTINCTIVE:
 Are we reaching all demographics of the city?
 Renewable, sustainable
 How to align projects w/ goals – 3 years
 How to hold projects accountable to goals?
 Legacy of Bernie is distinctive
 Preserve leadership of BTV and public cooperative ownership
 Coop Telecom
 Competitive neutrality
 UVM expansion takes away from living, artificially raises rent
 More pull back on UVM
 Colleges need to be more open to the public
 Distinctive feature is small businesses
 Nurturing local business and entrepreneurship
DYNAMIC:
 Move away from fossil fuels but need to avoid big hydro
 Net Zero in framework for development
 Why is there a premium on growth?
 What kind of growth is in the question?
 Focus on character
 Focus on retrofit (reuse) not new development
 Are the projections for students accurate?
INCLUSIVE
 Citizen involvement in their section
 Citizen engagement must be valued
 Government process isn’t set up for meaningful citizen engagement
 How to engage neighborhoods, how to talk to everyone in neighborhood
 Engagement has to be meaningful
 Learn lessons for residents
CONNECTED
 Bus service needs to run more frequently to incentivize more people to ride bus
What’s missing:




Schools as drivers as some of this as community centers to serve neighborhoods
Need a lot of funding
Permitting process is inefficient and goes against goals trying to implement

Other topics/comments:




How do we stick to the goals of this plan and what is in the plan?
AFFD housing- really important- not in different buildings—have market rate and subsidized
together. People in subsidized afraid to speak up about problems they’re having
Public endowment – create some mechanism for socially driven investment by business or
residents of the city
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Invite each other to be generous
Polluted sites- how to manage/use for renewable energy
UVM student growth accounts for city’s growth
UVM Trinity for student housing then reuse housing for affordable housing
Truly shared public spaces that aren’t exclusive to individual neighborhoods
Integrating spaces that bring people together
Lake and foundation related to quality of life and identity
“Wow location” with lake and mountains
Make inclusionary/affordable housing beautiful
Accessibility of waterfront and focus on waterfront
Climate change is very important- the economy doesn’t always speak for natural resources, and
need to prioritize these, while recognizing Burlington can to it alone.
Seizing the chance to make city hiring practices more inclusive
Policy #14 should acknowledge “the support services necessary to support the economy” as part
of the goal statement, otherwise the action items seem incongruent.
Need off-street parking, no on-street parking so that roads can be used all for biking

Written Individual Comments:
“My experience is that planBTV will be used to justify whatever the city admin wants to do. Nothing in
the last iteration of planBTV supported the zoning change for 14-story buildings even though the city
said it did. The descriptive language in this latest draft is often turgid, vague. Lofty ideas about
presentation of environment, preservation of uniqueness, character, and scale are at odds with several
items that call for growth by increasing “predictability” for developers and “streamlining” of regulations.
Schemes like form based code architecture are better suited to produce soviet-style cheap uniformity
rather than architecture which “expands public art and place making within the built environment.”
“Regarding planBTV South End, love the embrace of the mixed use direction that is happening but a
little concerned that the plan splits the district into 3 sections that will have different rules. Let’s keep the
rules consistent for the entire E-LM zone, especially the Industrial Parkway area… don’t break this out
with more restrictive zoning vs the rest of the E—LM zone.”
“More trees, especially if any have to be removed. Replace with more in each case. 20 more lights in city
hall park, public restrooms, fix sidewalks!”
“UVM should keep at least 80% of under grad students on campus. Infill development should be
complimentary or enhancing neighborhoods, not degrade them. Brownfield development even if it has
to be subsidized should be incentivized, green fields are way overdeveloped. Citizen/community
engagement is encouraged but …. The public is only listened to if it is consistent with the Mayor/City
Council majority objective. Otherwise public expertise and opinion Is routinely ignored. Advocate for
County Executive so that each town/city might work together and not be in competition.”
“Every community needs to grow and manage growth in a coordinated way. Love the added bike
lanes/accessibility- keep it coming. The bump outs with flower boxes and posts can work but also not.
Open to change these? Thinking the intersection at the top of Loomis. Make sure financially the city is
protected as we develop new staff if things go wrong.”
Other Questions and Comments:
What is the timeline from now until this plan is adopted?
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After the Planning Commission Public Hearing, there will be several more workshops and events,
similar to this one, for members of the public to comment and ask questions about the update
to the plan. City Council will also be holding two public hearings before the plan is adopted.
Will there be a summary of this public hearing made available for public view?
 A summary of the feedback from this public hearing will be shared with the Planning
Commission at the meeting, Tuesday, December 11th. They will discuss any edits that should be
made, and ways to incorporate the feedback received.
How has UVM been involved and consulted with the new update to the plan?
 Staff has met with the institutions in the City to discuss any major plans for the coming years.
There is not a substantial amount of new development in the plans as of now. Conversations
regarding the Trinity Campus have been reflected in this update.
Is there a timeline for updating the Impact Fee Study? When was the most recent Study done?
 There is not a specific or definite timeline for updating either of those. The last Impact Fee Study
was done in the 1990’s.
One member of the public made the observation there are not many members of Ward 3 at the
meeting, or attending other meetings to learn more about the plan. They would like to see more
attendance at these meetings.
Another member of the public made a comment that the plan is not just #planBTV.


The chair closed the public hearing at 8:38pm.

IV. Adjourn
Adjournment

Time: 8:39pm
Adjourned without objection

Signed: January 14, 2019
________________________________
Andy Montroll, Chair

________________________________
Shaleigh Draper, Planning and Zoning Clerk
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